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A Word from the Editors
This issue of the eJournal sees a number of changes both to the content of the journal and
to the team contributing to its production. Sandy Patterson, who did so much to bring the
eJournal to life, decided it was time to make way for others to lead the eJournal Editorial
Board. In his place, Amanda Kennedy joins Elizabeth Kirk as Co-editor. The editing team
has also expanded with the addition of Micha Young (nee Lau) as Managing Editor, and
Emma Lees, Kylie Lingard and Krisdakorn Wongwuthikun as Assistant Editors. David
Hodas, a long standing member of the Editorial Board has also assumed responsibility as
editor of the book review section.
While these changes have helped the editors enormously in the preparation of this issue, for
the readers we believe the biggest change will be in the types of articles found in this issue.
The issue contains the first teaching article published in the eJournal: Professor Bradford
Morse reflects upon comparative teaching through videoconferencing. His insightful paper
highlights a number of key concerns both with co-teaching a course and with the use of
technology in teaching. It begins with a review of the developments in technology that first
made distance learning a possibility, then leads us to the point where co-teaching across
continents is possible. Thereafter Morse considers the challenges and benefits of teaching
law through videoconferencing, highlighting as he does some of the benefits and challenges
of this form of teaching.
The teaching piece is followed by another first: an opinion piece by Academy Fellow
Professor Nicholas Robinson in which he argues that it is time for legal systems to embrace
the Resilience Principle. Robinson outlines the Principle of Resilience as it applies in the
natural world and explores the benefits of such a principle as a part of legal systems.
In this issue we have four short “Insights Papers” which cover a range of issues, from the
development of environmental impact assessment in India, to agri-biodiversity in Europe and
the conservation of marine biodiversity in areas beyond national jurisdiction.
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The insights papers are followed by an array of Country Reports from 26 countries, including
the first report from the Caribbean region. A few broad themes can be gleaned from both the
Insights papers and the Country Reports.
First, energy generation remains a key issue for many countries. Thus some reports address
measures that have been adopted or considered to ease the way for mining (Australia,
Bahamas and Czech Republic Country Reports), or fracking (Ukraine Republic Country
Report and Ceri Warnock’s Insights Paper). Other Country Reports demonstrate attention
being turned to renewables (Brazil, Caribbean, Denmark, Ethiopia, Turkey and the United
Kingdom Country Reports) to endeavour to meet energy demands. While some of the
reports which demonstrate a focus upon renewables are encouraging, in that they show
countries such as Ethiopia and the Caribbean countries recognising that a reliance on
renewables rather than hydrocarbons may help pave the way to a development that is
sustainable, other reports suggest less concern with ensuring the necessary environmental
protection for truly sustainable development to take place. The Australian report, for example
demonstrates a rolling back of regulation and the Brazilian and Turkish reports indicates just
how delicate the balance is between promoting economic development and protecting the
environment. Turkey, for example, imports fossil fuels, but is also increasing its reliance on
renewable energy sources. What is noticeable in the Turkish Country Report is that the
protection afforded the environment appears quite weak, with limited requirements to carry
out EIAs and the tendency to look at projects on their own, rather than looking at the
cumulative impacts of projects.
Secondly the Country Reports point to what might be termed a ‘cycle of environmental
activity’. Thus while we see increasing environmental regulation being reported on in
countries such as China and Burkina Faso, improving their environmental law and
increasing its range, for example through increasing protection for wetlands in China (Lin
and Chen) or improving air quality and establishing an Environmental Police team (Zhao),
we see the repeal of the carbon tax in Australia and, as Riley notes, the general erosion of
‘sustainability’ from the concept of sustainable development. Similarly the Wicklow v Fortune
case discussed in the Irish Country Report show planning laws being rolled back, and the
Italian Country Report points to the economy being prioritised over the environment.
Some other common issues to emerge are the difficulties associated with defining and using
environmental impact procedures.

While Chowdhury’s Insights paper shows the

development of EIA procedures in India, for example, a more restrictive approach has been
taken to the development of EIA in the Bahamas (see also the Country Reports from
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Denmark and Germany). Public participation also remains a contentious issue (see the
Country Reports on the Bahamas, Germany, Thailand and the United Kingdom, and
Warnock’s Insights Paper).
One other interesting topic to emerge in this year’s Country Reports is the issue of the
reintroduction of certain species to some countries. The Netherland’s Country Report
addresses the reintroduction of wolves and raises many issues that will be of interest to all
States where native species have become locally (though not completely) extinct.
We trust that you find this issue stimulating, and look forward to further contributions to the
next issue
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